1) 18 Aug 45 - Marshall, Key
   Perm ANCB makes new DODs (c) concur
   as N intercepts crypto activities under
   appropriate joint directive or approved
   Rec procedure to insure completeness.
   Concerns.

2) 20 Nov - KB
   KB
   Adhere to combine int, encrypt, crypto in
   app joint directive. Etc.
   Must be approved by KB.

3) 16 Sept - Mr. ANCB KB
   Some misunderstandings as to intended scope.
   MBG statement made. Principles changed.
   Effective coordination & integration. As N
   is interested with the interchange of sub-mbr
   and joint evaluation and distribution of
   Strategic non-operational intelligence.
   (b) MBG must maintain complete & independent
   control of post, and N. Any op. (c)
   MBG's post face for post C.1. cannot be
   consolidated into a single post unit.
   (d) K. 25 Sept
   Concepts in (g) above, Must (b) & (c) remain for
   some essential effective control, and
   Wider and wider, with max EPO. and no constraints
   in AS.3. (d)
   Inc TB. MBG's report indicate there is a
   strategic effective & effective signal op within Wider.
   Etc. should MBG's post control over area,
   division of area will be adequate to needs
   both to reconsider.

4) 2 Oct - K
   Coot. & division op will be expanded.
   General agreement. (c) EPO to be separate and
   joint priority. As N.
   (b) KB agrees.
   (c) KB is complete and control of the
   KB. As N. and C. 1 to be joint leader.
   (i) As N. leader, when final materials for
   final work shall be fed to KB and N. will
   emerge. This joint MBG must be
   joint agreement of K 1 is agreement. When
   K 1 and KB will be final material
   clear. Etc. Wider agree.
   State, War, Navy.